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ABSTRACT
At every Sigcomm conference the corridors buzz with ideas
about how to improve Sigcomm. It is a healthy sign that
the premier conference in networking keeps debating how
to reinvent and improve itself. In 2012 I got the chance to
throw my hat into the ring; at the end of a talk I spent a
few minutes describing why I think the Sigcomm conference
should be greatly expanded. A few people encouraged me
to write the ideas down.

My high level goal is to enlarge the Sigcomm tent, wel-
coming in more researchers and more of our colleagues from
industry. More researchers because our field has grown
enormously in the last two decades, and Sigcomm has not
adapted. I believe our small program limits the opportu-
nities for our young researchers and graduate students to
publish new ideas, and therefore we are holding back their
careers. More colleagues from industry because too few in-
dustry thought-leaders are involved in Sigcomm. The aca-
demic field of networking has weak ties to the industry it
serves, particularly when compared to other fields of systems
research. Both sides lose out: there is very little transfer of
ideas in either direction, and not enough vigorous debate
about the directions networking should be heading.

1. MIND THE GAP
In its time, Sigcomm has published some of the most in-

fluential and highly cited engineering research papers ever
written: the networking research community has influenced
the design of the Internet for thirty years, helping shape
one of the biggest revolutions in human history. The good
news is that our community continues to grow and flourish,
with extremely smart young researchers and graduate stu-
dents entering the field, taking us in new directions. Now is
the time to think more radically, to make sure the Sigcomm
conference provides an outlet to publish the best ideas, en-
couraging the best researchers to stay in the field, and to
work hand in hand with industry and the open source com-
munity to improve the Internet for all.

For networking research to be relevant, it ultimately needs
a path to improve the practice of networking. I propose that
we explicitly make our mission in the Sigcomm community
to “improve the practice of networking for the benefit of soci-
ety.” Notice that I don’t say “.... for the benefit of industry”
— there are many ways for us to improve society through
our research; and benefitting industry is just one of them.
We can improve the practice via inclusion of ideas in open
source software. And we can benefit society by including
our ideas in commercial hardware and software, or by sim-

ply giving our ideas away. As a community, we have a duty
and responsibility to society as a whole to try and improve
networking (the Internet, its infrastructure and the way we
use it). Sometimes we have to challenge industry and force
it to change. Sometimes we have to work with industry and
transfer ideas. Sometimes we simply need to publish our
ideas, give them away and move on.

There is a huge wealth of ideas produced by the network-
ing research community, and an enormous number of cita-
tions to networking papers. Yet there is surprisingly little
transfer of ideas from Sigcomm papers to practice, particu-
larly when compared to other technical societies/conferences
such as ACM Siggraph, Sigmod, etc. Although Sigcomm
is the “premier” conference in networking, representing the
pinnacle of output from hundreds or thousands of researchers
worldwide, our collective impact on society is really very,
very small. It is hard to identify many research papers pub-
lished at Sigcomm that have had a significant positive im-
pact on the practice of networking.

It strikes me as rather odd that we don’t worry about
it more than we do, or work harder to correct it. I would
go as far as to say that we have become rather complacent
when, really, we are not improving society in the way that
- in our hearts - we would like to. If we can figure out how
to serve society more broadly, we can all feel better about
what we do. I include myself in the category of confused
and misguided - I don’t have any magic answers.

When it comes to the interaction between networking re-
search and industry, the problem is two fold.
Shouting Louder: First, we (Sigcomm researchers) don’t
speak loud enough: We don’t particularly value speaking to
industry or creating widely used open-source tools; nor do
we have a culture of valuing ideas that change the practice.
It seems to be a widely and commonly held belief in the
community that Sigcomm (as a conference) is very closed to
new ideas that could really improve the practice, preferring
safe ideas in well-trodden areas. This is a natural conse-
quence of a small program that will naturally tend to pick
conservative, “safe” papers. Program committee members
have been known to accept a paper “because it won’t em-
barrass us.” If a PC is not accepting a some risky papers
every year - that might “embarrass” the PC or the authors
- then it is not doing its job.

On many occasions Sigcomm has been slow to embrace
important new areas in networking. For example, Sigcomm
has accepted very few papers on the architecture of optical
transport networks despite there being huge opportunities
for innovation, particularly at the boundary between trans-
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Conference Attendees % Industry Papers
Sigcomm 500 12% 35
Siggraph 13,000 60% 115

Table 1: Comparing Sigcomm and Siggraph.

port and IP networks. In fact, Sigcomm publishes very few
network architecture papers at all. Sigcomm should be the
venue to propose radical new network architectures. Part of
the problem is that we don’t value elegance and simplicity;
we prefer papers with deep or complex ideas. But it means
that ideas that are obvious with hindsight, that simplify
networks, do not get heard, even if they would bring about
huge improvements to the practice of networking. This is
a general problem in systems research conferences, but we
should not be shy to tackle it.

Another under-represented area is network management,
the poor orphan of networking for many years. Even though
we all know that networks are badly managed today, with
the state of the art still limited to rudimentary tools, and
with almost no sophisticated products on the market, there
are very few research papers on how to improve the way
we manage networks. Sigcomm should actively seek out
and publish papers to make the management of networks a
priority. With industry neglecting this important topic, we
should not be timid to take a stance. We should challenge
industry to do better, and provide them with new ideas.

One recent area (close to my own heart) where our con-
servative Sigcomm process came up short, was with SDN
(software-defined networking). SDN was about 5 years old
before Sigcomm started publishing papers, long after indus-
try had taken the lead. This was ironic because SDN came
from the research community with the deliberate goal of
making it easier for researchers to innovate in their net-
works, and to give them a way to try out new architec-
tural ideas prior to publishing them at Sigcomm. SDN de-
liberately challenges industry to break apart closed, out-
dated, vertically integrated “mainframe” products, and in-
stead move towards open interfaces and clean new abstrac-
tions for control. As recently as 2011 reviewers said: “SDN is
unproven,” “SDN hasn’t really taken off,” “Industry hasn’t
adopted SDN yet.” In the same year, industry was invest-
ing, standards bodies were starting, and industry analysts
were predicting a multi-billion dollar per year SDN industry,
and were downgrading stock in network equipment vendors.
Whether or not industry and the analysts were right doesn’t
really matter (it could all turn out to be hot air) — Sigcomm
was lagging, and was assessing the research in terms of how
it perceives industry today, rather than taking the oppor-
tunity to shape and challenge industry so as to best serve
society tomorrow.

One area where Sigcomm can and should take enormous
pride is for publishing the very best and most novel papers
in wireless networking, particularly the series of papers de-
scribing methods to exploit interference, and more recently
full-duplex radios. These papers have flourished because
they were not required to pass a litmus test of backward
compatibility, or risk treading on the toes of large incum-
bent equipment vendors. We would do well to try and repeat
this success in other areas too.
We have lots to say: Second, industry isn’t listening.
Only a tiny fraction of Sigcomm attendees are in product-
related positions at companies. Looking around at other

fields of systems research, it is hard to find another con-
ference with such small participation from the industry it
serves. Between 2008 and 2011, 12% of the attendees at
the annual Sigcomm conference were non-researchers from
industry, compared to over 60% at ACM Siggraph (see Ta-
ble 1). Most industry people attending Sigcomm are from
research labs and university relations groups (and are gen-
erally isolated from their product groups).

I am not advocating we model Sigcomm on Siggraph -
with 13,000 attendees and a huge trade show, it has prob-
lems of its own. Siggraph represents one end of a broad
spectrum of inclusiveness. At the same time a novel idea is
being presented in the academic track on, say, a new ren-
dering technique, the very same technique might be demon-
strated in a commercial tool in the room next door. And
quite likely it was used to make the movie already showing
in the movie theaters down the street! The transfer of ideas
is fast and palpable. But Sigcomm represents the other ex-
treme; our industry is arguably bigger than the graphics
industry, but we have chosen to keep our conference much
smaller, our program more exclusive, and therefore our ideas
are less influential. There is plenty of room to pick a model
for Sigcomm that lies between these two extremes, finding
a balance that maintains high technical quality while being
more broadly inclusive.

Collaboration between industry and researchers is often
held back by secrecy. Some of the secrecy is understandable
to protect new ideas inside commercial products. But one
of the ironies of building products that externally conform
to open standards, is that the vendor does not necessar-
ily need to expose how the product works internally. As
a result, anyone who has looked inside networking products
finds the same ideas being reinvented and labeled “novel” at
several vendors, without the societal benefit that arises from
sharing new ideas more widely. This is in stark contrast to,
say, the computer industry which must describe how a com-
puter works in order for its customers to program it. The
consequence is a more open industry, with more publications
proudly describing new ideas, and faster pace improvements
to products. Our industry also takes part in protectionist
secrecy. Sometimes, companies fear talking to us because
they are embarrassed about out-dated design practices.

All of these factors provide an excuse for low-bandwidth
communication between industry and researchers, holding
back innovation in the field of networking as a whole. The
networking industry does not have an ear for what we are
doing, and is generally not reading our papers or listening
to our talks.

Clearly there are several networking-specific reasons that
make it hard to transfer networking ideas to industry: in-
stalled base, standardization processes, closed proprietary prod-
ucts. Each slows down the adoption of new ideas. A large
installed base means that once a deployed network is work-
ing satisfactorily, network operators are reluctant to make
big changes; and when network equipment is making a large
profit, equipment vendors are not generally open to new
features or products. The reluctance to try new approaches
slows the rate of innovation. It is easy to see why network
operators purchase equipment that adheres to open stan-
dards, so they can replace equipment from one vendor with
another. And it is easy to see why vendors create closed
proprietary products to protect their valuable differentiat-
ing technology inside. However, we should recognize that
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all three factors hold back the transfer of ideas from the re-
search community. These factors encourage industry to give
up, withholding important operational data that could fuel
the research process.

But these are not reasons to give up, or just decide it is
too hard. We should make it a priority to try and strengthen
the links. And it definitely doesn’t mean we should listen to
industry in order to solve its problems for it. My personal
mantra for picking a research problem is that it should: “(1)
Be intellectually interesting, (2) Have a chance of improv-
ing the practice, (3) Industry shouldn’t like it (yet).” We
need to be working on problems that are risky, look over
the current time horizon of industry. We need to challenge
industry as well as serve it.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS
While the reader might disagree with some of the details

of my argument, I suspect I am mostly preaching to the
choir. Here are a few concrete steps we can take:

1. Impact. The first step is to assess the impact we
are having. We should evaluate ourselves; e.g. com-
pile a list of research that has improved the practice
in the past 15 years and recognize it publicly, and in-
vite industry to be part of our deliberation. We could
compare ourselves to other fields too. We could pub-
lish a report, or start a blog or both. Personally, I
don’t think we are there yet, but a good report with
compiled data will speak for itself. We should be open
and self-critical.

2. Expand program to 70-80 papers per year. We
should continually strive to make the Sigcomm con-
ference more open to new ideas. Our very selective,
small program is by far our biggest problem; it natu-
rally leads to a timid and risk-free selection of papers.
While I understand the arguments for a small, single
track conference, it is badly holding back our com-
munity, limiting the careers of our grad students, and
reducing the chances of good (but controversial) ideas
being heard. Until we fix the problem, everything else
we do is just rearranging the deck chairs. If we are to
be the guardians of all the best ideas in networking,
we need to avoid being rapidly passed-by and ignored
by the practitioners of networking. To some extent,
we are really only talking to ourselves. The enlarged
program in 2013 (38 papers) is an excellent step in the
right direction, but only a small one. Let us have a
program of 70-80 papers each year, to reflect the size
and diversity of our field.

3. Multi-year experiment. I recommend we commit
to a multi-year experiment; it is too much to expect
all the papers in year 1 to be high quality and inter-
esting. It will take a few years to “recalibrate” our
thinking in terms of brave ideas without requiring the
super-polish we expect today. I’d be very happy to see
a larger number of papers with great ideas, while com-
promising a little on the polish. We can also have dif-
ferent categories of paper; they don’t all need to have
the same air time at the conference. I propose giving
leeway to the PC chairs to experiment with new ideas,
some of which will fail. A larger program would mean
more papers from industry, more ideas transferred to
industry, and more vigorous debate with industry.

4. Quickly reproducible results. I recommend mak-
ing it easier to reproduce and evaluate new published
ideas, so industry (and researchers) can test the va-
lidity of our claims, before making a big investment
to develop new products. This would help accelerate
the transfer of ideas from research to practice. Too
often ideas go untested; or when they are tested years
later, they are found to be wrong or biased. This re-
duces our credibility, reduces the likelihood industry
will listen, and reduces the time spent to explore the
validity of our proposals. It also means we are miss-
ing an essential component of the standard scientific
process - reproducibility. We can take several simple
steps to fix this problem. First, we can encourage (or
require) authors to make code and data available so
that researchers or someone from industry can quickly
reproduce our results, build on them and verify their
correctness. We could have a track of 10-15 papers at
Sigcomm that are reserved for papers where the au-
thors make the paper figures “clickable” – by clicking
on the pdf you can quickly download all the software
and data you need to reproduce the results. It would
help create a culture that is more scientific, and the
benefits more readily tested/verified by industry. Sig-
comm could establish a permanent repository to hold
good tools and data.

5. Invite leaders into the tent. We should aggres-
sively court technical people in positions of influence
at networking companies, encouraging them to become
more involved with Sigcomm. While interacting with
our colleagues from industrial research labs is impor-
tant, we miss a strategic opportunity. We should ask:
Why don’t the CTOs of all the major networking com-
panies attend Sigcomm each year (vendors and oper-
ators; wired and wireless; Internet and data center)?
How can we get them together with each other, and
with us? What role can they play at Sigcomm? We
don’t have to agree with them (or even like them!)
but we do need to have a regular conversation. Their
counterparts in the optics industry attend OFC, in the
database industry attend Sigmod and in the graphics
industry attend Siggraph; why not Sigcomm?

These recommendations are a start. For sure, there are
many smaller tactical steps to consider, such as inviting
more representatives from the open-source community and
industry to our PCs; offer more tutorials at our annual con-
ference; and place more emphasis on demos.

Given the important role the Sigcomm community played
in shaping the Internet, our community certainly has the
credibility it needs to take a bold stand and challenge in-
dustry to do better. Part of that process involves inviting
industry into a dialog - perhaps a vigorous debate - where we
offer bold strategic ideas, and new architectural approaches.
If our mission is to “improve the practice of networking for
the benefit of society” then we should enlarge the tent, work
on improving networks together and draw confidence from
the success of bold proposals in the past that placed large
stakes in the ground, even if they were not initially accepted.
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